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tie the knot
hang to dry
pull the plug
kill teh light
celebrate your demise
funeral of a god
set to win from the start
buy it back, the stolen dream
back the plans, fall apart, hear the sounds
drowning out, tired of this, cover up
false demure, faith decides. make it up on the spot.
make it til, you decide. coming down from the fence. 
i will be on your side, watch your spark fizzle out. 
tear the page and turn it back. set to wait, from the
straights
i address, moving on to the next. were you right? 
clocking out before the world...
and i may be some time
the last supply has run out - free for all
Speed up, to catch up????
feel the night, cut this down - the last suprise 
we have been, surrounded

[REPEAT ABOVE]

(echo) tie the knot, pull the plug, celebrate 

start again,from the end. turn around, lets take it back?
all the plans, all the time, all the hearts, all this space.
feel the night, cut this down - the alst suprised 

Layered: we have been surrounded, 
i cant take all the plans, all the time, all the hearts, all
this space
feel the night, cut this down - the last suprise

tie the knot
hang to dry
pull the plug
kill teh light
celebrate your demise
funeral of a god
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set to win from the start
buy it back, the stolen dream
back the plans, fall apart, hear the sounds
drowning out, tired of this, cover up
false demure, faith decides. make it up on the spot.
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